THE WITTY THAT NEVA SLEEPS

“Obsessive choreographer’s work mediated by technological device during her longterm NYC subway residency.”

by Larissa Velazquezjackson

Today
Feb 9 12:16 AM

Future songs:

Lik My Way
Time to Think About Time
Let Me Give It A Try
Leaving Away the Years.

179 days ago
Aug 15, 2013 11:02 AM

This ole goat has been kicked up her arthritis heal.

By the time I have my next solo evening I won’t be able to shake a stick at an audience member.

Those little sprites in the other who make the future happen.

180 days ago
Aug 27, 2013 12:39 PM

Use all your perspective and locomotive faculties to ride the titanic of emerging meanings. To create them, notice them, feel exalted by them, negate them, enjoy them. Welcome a performance state that’s rife with alternative, wrong and right. Continually paying attention to the overlooked choice, the anti-optional. Go toward “wrong” as a means to never be — a radical journey toward formlessness. Star Crap Method is a philosophical stance that upholds a new form of comedy, born out of the special skills of high-hip performance improvisation that rejects hierarchies.

181 days ago
Aug 10, 2013 3:06 AM

What’s up (Amberita, Brooklyn, Philadelphia site we are Yahoo!!!)

My name is Twista asa:

This is Dapi Jon aka:

We are married, we are adorable!

Hey. Since when did being an artist become a competition for intelligence. Fook.

That is really all I have to say except that the thing keeps repeating.

And it sounds this way:

Hi oh woh oh woh woh oh woh oh woh

I facture this on the train.

That’s my residency bitchas.

The MTA fuckin’ A:

That’s really all I have to say except that the thing keeps repeating.

Hi oh woh oh woh woh oh woh oh woh

Yesterday
Feb 8 9:29 AM

Your god is too small for me. If your god is understood within the confines of a gendered pronoun, a he or she, laugh out loud. Read "god" as the perfect order of all existence. The place where we as a civilization play out and have meaning. No "this thing" or "desire" happens after that "thing" or "desire." The universe with the past, present, and future is all one. We are all one. There is no "desire" or "thing" happening after that thing or desire. The universe with the past, present, and future is all one. We are all one. There is no "desire" or "thing" happening after that thing or desire. The universe with the past, present, and future is all one. We are all one. There is no "desire" or "thing" happening after that thing or desire.

Yesterday
Feb 8 11:34 PM

I’m interested in presenting something in a certain type of understandable packaging and then allowing that thing to balance the way it is supposed to be a type of creative radiating.

On a personal level — to be marginalized within the most marginalized sector of the most marginalized art form basically at most times I’m putting one foot in front of the other feeling like a delicate piece of garbage. Hence the encompassing title of this series of works, Star Crap Method. A coping methodology for our victimization at the hands of postmodernism and simultaneously a celebration of postmodernist: our faithful oppressor. So have fun. We gonna burn our dance now.

I constant state or remember what’s right.

On a personal level — to be marginalized within the most marginalized sector of the most marginalized art form basically at most times I’m putting one foot in front of the other feeling like a delicate piece of garbage. Hence the encompassing title of this series of works, Star Crap Method. A coping methodology for our victimization at the hands of postmodernism and simultaneously a celebration of postmodernist: our faithful oppressor. So have fun. We gonna burn our dance now.

OwO

Guidelines: in the worst job th

0

190 days ago
Aug 7, 2013 12:00 PM

Advanced waves rippling backward in time. Explains premonition.

Reproductive advantage = survival advantage = really good at.

Sixth sense stuff. It’s popular.

It’s the edge of what is known.

A Global mind = Presentiment = Other.

A Global mind = Presentiment = Other.

On a personal level — to be marginalized within the most marginalized sector of the most marginalized art form basically at most times I’m putting one foot in front of the other feeling like a delicate piece of garbage. Hence the encompassing title of this series of works, Star Crap Method. A coping methodology for our victimization at the hands of postmodernism and simultaneously a celebration of postmodernist: our faithful oppressor. So have fun. We gonna burn our dance now.
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191 days ago
Aug 5, 2013 12:00 PM

Matter and antimatter.

Advanced waves rippling backward in time. Explains premonition.

Reproductive advantage = survival advantage = really good at.

Sixth sense stuff. It’s popular.

It’s the edge of what is known.

A Global mind = Presentiment = Other.

A Global mind = Presentiment = Other.

On a personal level — to be marginalized within the most marginalized sector of the most marginalized art form basically at most times I’m putting one foot in front of the other feeling like a delicate piece of garbage. Hence the encompassing title of this series of works, Star Crap Method. A coping methodology for our victimization at the hands of postmodernism and simultaneously a celebration of postmodernist: our faithful oppressor. So have fun. We gonna burn our dance now.
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192 days ago
Aug 3, 2013 12:00 PM

Matter and antimatter.

Advanced waves rippling backward in time. Explains premonition.

Reproductive advantage = survival advantage = really good at.

Sixth sense stuff. It’s popular.

It’s the edge of what is known.

A Global mind = Presentiment = Other.

A Global mind = Presentiment = Other.

On a personal level — to be marginalized within the most marginalized sector of the most marginalized art form basically at most times I’m putting one foot in front of the other feeling like a delicate piece of garbage. Hence the encompassing title of this series of works, Star Crap Method. A coping methodology for our victimization at the hands of postmodernism and simultaneously a celebration of postmodernist: our faithful oppressor. So have fun. We gonna burn our dance now.
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193 days ago
Aug 1, 2013 12:00 PM

Matter and antimatter.

Advanced waves rippling backward in time. Explains premonition.

Reproductive advantage = survival advantage = really good at.

Sixth sense stuff. It’s popular.

It’s the edge of what is known.